Four days of running across Cyprus

Enjoy the hardship
Four days, four races, a total of 48 kilometers ... the Cyprus Challenge is a perfect event
for both ambitious hill runners and nature loving recreational sports enthusiasts. This
year, in November, the event celebrated its tenth anniversary.
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Cyprus, a little more than four hours of flying from The Netherlands. In November the country
bathes in a temperature of over 20 degrees centigrade, which makes it easy to forget the Dutch
autumn chill. Even the water of the deep blue Mediterranean offers a relatively warm bath. The
atmosphere, the Cypriotic culture ... the contrast with home is great. Remember our Hans
Brinker, a finger in the dike. And then switch to Aphrodite, born from the foaming waves of the
sea, the goddess of love, beauty, sexuality and fertility.
We arrive on Tuesday evening: six runners from a flat country in their forties and fifties,
recreational runners, each with their own ambitions. Mine say: stay alive, keep moving and
enjoy the scenery even if the going gets tough. In addition, I want to run all four distances on my

five toed barefoot style shoes, a pair of Vibram Five Fingers. That means: no artificial
cushioning, neither on asphalt nor on rocky paths.
The home base for most participants is the Coral Bay Hotel, near the town of Paphos on the
southwest coast of the island. Arena Sports, the organization of the event, has set its temporary
headquarters here. Just like us. We enjoy the sea view, the food is perfect (pasta, pasta, pasta!)
and there is the serenity of the postseason. No children, many retirees and during these days
many fluorescent tights and running shoes.
Get old fit
This year more than two hundred runners participate in the event. The youngest is 22 years old
and the oldest 75, a fresh senior, the sort of man about which you’d say ‘where can I sign to get
old like this?’ Furthermore, many nationalities (British, Germans, Dutch, Japanese) and body
shapes (from hyper-athletic to gravity's best friend). The atmosphere is friendly and relaxed. The
day prior to the first race, we swim, walk, take a break, rest, take another break. With our team
we do half an hour of light running. We explore a few hundred meters of the road which is in
tomorrow’s race. This day is for acclimatizing and picking up the starting numbers. Kevin
McGarry takes a team photo. The Scottish photographer in residence of the Challenge tells us
he used to do running as well. But then, he says with some earnistness, suddenly there was
that ‘injury’. For a second the jolly atmosphere evaporates. Then McGarry smiles, while he
refers to the deliberate injury ... the extra weight he carries in front of him.
21th century ruins
After a good night sleep to the sound of the roaring sea, a hearty breakfast and some rest it’s
Thursday afternoon. First an explanation about the races, elevation profiles and drinking posts
is delivered in the congress hall of the hotel. One warning after the other. Then the first race is
due, a time trial, starting on a pedestrian zone in front of the hotel. Every ten seconds a runner
hits the road for the first distance of 6 kilometers. Which largely is on asphalt and thus invites to
make some speed. We run past banana plantations and an occasional lemon or orange tree.
There is a lot of litter everywhere. Such a shame. I also spot some of skeletons of houses. They
seem to have started building them until the financial crisis hit the country hard. Now the 21stcentury ruins are partly overgrown with bushes and trees. The last part of the stage takes on a
path of reddish sand, typical for the races to follow. We finish on the edge of a large bay with
beautiful coves and cliffs, carved by erosion. The decor gets extra drama by a stranded ship that
has been here, lying idle for three years. The small tufts of applauding public and the
‘competition’ in the race have made me run quite fast. I run my best 6 kilometers since the past
few months.
Akamas
The organization has arranged transfers between the start and finish areas. On day two we
leave the hotel in buses to what promises to be not the longest, but probably the toughest race
of the event. The assignment for today is to overcome 600 altimeters over a distance of 11
kilometers. My enemies are the sun, an ounce or two too much bodyweight and the fact that I’ve
hardly trained climbing. Fortunately I also have friends: runners who find it just as hard as me to

climb running and also occasionally switch to walking. We run in the beautiful Akamas nature
reserve. Rocks, low shrubs and beautiful views of the sea in the distance, valleys to the left and
the right. I'm not going to set a great result today, that much is clear. Realising that, I might as
well take a short break to make a selfie! Later in the race I manage to find a pleasant cadence.
On the church square of Pano Arodes, the finish arch expects me. I discover the advantage of
arriving in the tail of the field of contestants. More than a hundred runners welcome me with
applause. The respect for each participant here is heartwarming. The bus does not leave until
everyone has finished. That guarantees an extra warm welcome for the last runners.

Half marathon
From the town of Polis the bus climbs through the narrow streets. It's Saturday. The start today
is at a picnic area in a forest, from which our half marathon awaits, again set in the Akamas
area. We will start with about ten kilometers of climbing - with ‘only’ 300 vertical meters - and
then fall downhill for 600 meters in about the same distance. I decide to keep running today, no
matter what. So I build up my race thoughtfully and I thank the clouds for some shade and a
drop of refreshing rain. I pass some heavy puffing steam engines, some of who have stopped
running for a bit to save energy. But today my condition doesn’t let me down. I feel fit as a fiddle,
therefore enjoy more of the landscape.
Left and right in the distance I see the sea: what a spectacular view! Shortly after I’ve reached
the top, the sun breaks through the clouds. Perfect timing, let it shine. Downhill running comes
strikingly natural for me, being a flatlander. I know that the thighs are working extremely hard
and will knock on my door to complain tomorrow. We’ll see. Right now, the focus is on the path

full of loose stones, sharp edges and tree roots. I am protagonist in my own platform game: it's
all about the right hops at the right time and let my feet find the best place to land. I am Super
Mario! When I look up, the sea comes in sight. Somewhere down there, there’s the now familiar
finish arch.
The last two kilometers leave the runners to a teasingly boring, straight path. The half marathon
as a test of mental resilience. After nearly two hours and fifteen minutes, I finish. The women of
our team - all four faster than the men - are already in the waves. So I take off my sports watch,
put my smartphone away... and jump in as well. I feel the soothing coolness of the water and my
worn out muscles relax. What a great race!
Payback time
That afternoon we visit the archaeological site in Paphos. It’s payback time. My legs no longer
listen when I descend the stairs, any coordination or control is lacking. With each step I'm
getting more worried about tomorrow, the last race of 10 kilometers through the city. A dessert
after a meal that doesn’t really need one.
Back at the hotel I take another dip in the sea. Perhaps the seawater will support me with her
healing powers. Aphrodite, save me! While I float in the waves, a group of musicians find their
way to the beach. A little later they start to play a frenzied version of the Sirtaki. A camera man
moves around them: the shooting of a video clip. The red sun sinks below the horizon, and I
smile. A mindful moment. Worrying is for tomorrow.

City Run
The alarm clock rings at a quarter to six. My legs feel very sore, stiff. On the long walk from my
hotel room to the breakfast lounge, my chassis slowly starts to function normally. But today,
there is not much time to warm up, the race is at eight. Starting at the Medieval Castle of
Paphos, then a route through the city and after which we’ll finish where we started. There is a
festive atmosphere at the square in front of the castle. There is music, there is dancing. The sun
feels warm.
Soon after the start, I am surprised that my legs are just doing their job. I even gain some
speed. Today, I do not have to spare myself, so I take it one step further. On the boulevard of
Paphos the last mile goes with ease. Then, as if I’m standing still, Ben Livesy passes me. The
British runner has already finished. He’s doing a ‘quiet’ cooling down. Later I find the results of
this overall winner of the Challenge. He needed only 2 hours, 48 minutes and 40 seconds to
cover the 48 hilly kilometers. An average speed of 17.5 kilometers per hour! I have clocked 4
hours, 59 minutes and 13 seconds. Oh well, at least I got some 2 hours extra for the same
registration fee.
Beer!
At the finish everyone is celebrating their personal achievement. Keo beer is on of the sponsors
of the event and therefore at nine ‘o clock in the morning bottles of water are being exchanged
for pints of beer. But alas, the party does not take long. As soon as everyone has finished, big
drops of rain start to fall from the dark grey sky. An unexpected thunderstorm, a deafening
thunder bang, hailstones. We take shelter under the canopy of one of the many souvenir shops.
The sudden end of what should have been a great open air party. Wet and cold we crawl into
the bus that will bring us back to the hotel. After a hot shower, I realize that it’s all over. 48
kilometers in four days? No big deal, really. Later, in the hotel there’s the inevitable gala:
awards, live music, beer and food. We make up for the abruptly ended street party earlier today.
A few hours later Aphrodite lulls me lovingly into a contented sleep.
In 2015, the Cyprus Challenge is organized from Thursday 26 to Sunday 29 November. More information
on www.cypruschallenge.com. The photos in this story are by David Gratton and Kevin McGarry.
This report has been published before in Dutch in the online magazine Blendle (pay per view).
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